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About This Game

Full Ace Tennis Simulator is for those seeking unequaled tennis depth and fun.

Tennis is a game of inches, details, and accuracy. The depth of Full Ace’s gameplay is made for those who appreciate the
technical aspects of the game and the excellent matches they enable. Full Ace - designed from the ground up by tennis

enthusiasts, for tennis enthusiasts.

Pro tip - a controller is recommended when playing Full Ace.

Features:

 Online or offline play
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 Engaged long time online community that is welcoming and friendly

 Controller support

 Physics simulation that mirrors the fun of real tennis

 Detailed oriented tennis, including accurate ball trajectory, collision, friction, and effects

 Character editor - customize your character's abilities and appearance

Added Features (since original release)

 Animation modding

Upcoming Features

 Female players

 Doubles

 Deepening Career Mode with management features
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Title: Full Ace Tennis Simulator
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Galactic Gaming Guild
Publisher:
Whippering
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D card with OpenGL 3.0 or DirectX9 512 Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Russian
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Although The 7th Guest and The 11th Hours are both titles that were defining in gaming history, I don't think they aged very
well.

Don't get me wrong, I love both of them, specially since The 7th Guest was my first PC game ever, but I can't honestly
recommend this game nowadays for any reason other than the nostalgia factor: the graphics look choppy and weird, the acting is
horribly over the top and cheesy and although the puzzles are still really challenging and fun, their interface and playability will
have you aching to play some Professor Layton or other modern puzzle game. The ports are okay, I guess, considering how old
these things are, but there are still big flaws: sound problems, resolution problems and video sequences playback problems are
all common to those playing Steam versions of these games.

In short, those were amazing, groundbreaking games back in the day: they had an enticing story, full video and voice acting,
great puzzles and an atmosphere that felt really creepy back then, but nowadays, they just fall short.. It's a fast paced game,
there isn't much to say, except for the fact that it's really cheap.. I refuse to believe this game is fun.
Asinine level "design" that you have to pixel perfect avoid obstacles, meanwhile the hitboxes on enemies are the size of a
skyscraper.
I'm almost certain the last level is randomized
I've never been so frustrated with a videogame in my life
4\/10. Fun and short medical simulator with crazy atmosphere and great visuals! Free, entertaining, immersive and relaxing.
Give it a try.. EDIT: The game fixed it's lag problem and some of the huge bugs. The control seem more smooth, the only
problem is that there aren't really any players. Maybe once the game gets more players it'll be worth buying.

In it's current state, I couldn't recommend this game.
It is too broken and laggy to actually play. Too many bugs and too much latency. The controls are horrible.
Hopefully they fix the game, it looks like it has potential. In it's CURRENT STATE, I would not recommend.. fun puzzle game
with a great soundtrack.. A fun, educational game. There's a small amout of replay value right now, but not a lot. I'm sure as the
game is developed and more things are added, it will continue to grow. Good for a casual gamer or someone looking to relax and
kill some time.. Rating: 5/10

Darkness Assualt is a topdown styled survival horror game. It is budget titles and this is apparent through the entire game. If you
enjoy the genre in general and don't mind low budget titles, it is worth the extremely low price.
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Going into this game you can expect the basic survival horror elements. You will hunt for keys, weapons, ammo and health all
while killing (and/or avoiding) enemies. The enemies move relatively slow and are easy to dispatch when properly equipped.
The biggest challenge in this game is navigating through each level as they are basically large mazes. I actually felt a small sense
of accomplishment, equivalent to solving a puzzle, each time I found the end of the levels. The game does have a nice
atmosphere and some decent sound effects for such a low budget title.

There are also documents you can find while exploring to fill you in on the story, which aside from these findings and a small
non-cinematic thing at the beginning of each level, is basically non-existent. The story has potential, it is just not explored in
enough detail; it is hardly explored at all. You can finish the entire story in about 2 hours and there isn't much in the way of
replay value.

I give this game a 5/10 mostly for the very low price. I can only recommend it to fans of the survival horror genre. The game is
set up for a sequel and if priced similarly I will likely purchase it.. This game is incredibly fun and you can do so much with it,
Only thing I have against it is in the new update it crashes alot for me, Other than that 10/10 Reccomend it for someone who
likes cars and lego destruction.
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is good games. Only used to get the badge. It's good, and free

worth the price, even though it is short. Surprisingly confusing dungeon crawler. with very few of the types of options youd
expect in a PC release. Seems like it has a lot of potential and nice graphics (very nice though repetivie dungeons and well
animated enemeis - haven't I seen that rat guy before in other games???
In the end I cant recommend an $8 game with such little polish. This game is love, this game is life. Live the way of the tomato..
10\/10 would waste money for these freakin achievement games again. game is to difficult plz give more clear instructions
Humongous Entertainment.
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